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Abstract

When searching for confirming hypothesis on a social domain, scholars regu-

larly form samples to be used for the research. Analogously, for instance, market

researchers do. Social networks constitute a huge source of information for these

investigations, and it is often used to collect these data. When the collection of

the data is made rigorously, an important effort has to be put on the selection of

the sample, that should respect criteria of correspondence to the ditribution of the

population, balance, and minimality of sample classes, in order to guarantee good

inferential statistics evaluation parameters.

In this paper we investigate a systematic way of providing samples on social

networks that takes in consdieration the above mentioned criteria shile forming the
sample. We prove that an affordable and reliable method to construct the basic

instrument for the above method (the random table) can de provided, show its

computational properties and devise an experimental protocol (the viral experiment

protocol) that makes direct usage of the method mentioned above.

1 Introduction

Within social networks a very high number of individuals are active members and par-

ticipate in the process of generating contents, and collaborating in content generation.

At a very general level, we can assume that the population represented by social net-

works is quite similar to the general population, for the distribution of members can

be viewed as pretty similar to the distribution of the population, in a large number

of observable variable sets. This assumption is obviously totally false when we con-

sider the world population, and therefore we should assume that social networks per se

represent populations of modern industrialized countries, and only partly, developing

countries with a high developing rate such as China, India or Brasil. Conversely, large

and largely populated southern american and african countries are defiitely not repre-

sented correctly, due to the underepresentation of the poorest part of the population that

has no access to education and in particular to digital means.

Market researchers are strongly intersted in making their investigations as efficient

as possible, in particular by finding ways to generate results of the investigation with
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the same accuracy in shortest possible time. They have often make use of on-line ques-

tionnaires, that are good means to enshort the process of data gathering for the above

mentioned tasks, but require a significant effort of post-processing in the refinement

of the sample after the gathering itself, as the data collected are potentially false or

meaningless in a number of cases.

It is not difficult to argue that data of the same kind as above are more accurate,

and therefore require less post-processing effort, when collected on a social network.

In fact, although it is quite possible that a profile on a network is false or inaccurate,

this is a rarer occurrence with respect to a simple lie provided on a questionnaire filled

in on-line. Publishing a false information, in fact, requires a more delinquent attitude

than lying on an anonymous questionnaire. Then, when falsity or omission is detected

on a profile, this incoherence can be reported and used to exclude the member from the

selection (or the data analysis).

Moreover, the part of data that can be used to settle the class distribution (age, mar-

ital status, geographical provenance, language, citizenship) and in some cases, also, to

answer some of the questions in the questionnaire (political orientation, sexual orien-

tation, interests) are already present in the profile itself.

Another important aspect is that when forming a sample we need some sort of

expression of willingness by the sample subject, and this is often obtained by either

retribution, in both economic and other forms, or by social involvement. The second

case is often violating the sample neutrality hypothesis about the theme. For instance,

if we consider a political poll, the political orientation of involved subjects is often

explicit, whilst when we look at the whole population, the number of persons who

actually express their political orientation is very low. Conversely, users of a network

can be strongly involved in this processes when responding to call to action by other

users, in particular by members of the same network in contact with them.

Finally, cross-validation data used to certify quality of a single test, such as repeated

questions, or crossed answers among questions, can partly be derived by the profile

itself.

The above argument shows that it is perfectly reasonable to consider social net-

works as good sources of information for on-line questionnaires and this initiatives

present the following advantages:

• Part of data are collected from the profile, therefore questionnaires are shorter to

fill in;

• Falsities are likely to be less in number;

• Falsities can be detected more easily;

• Involment can be stronger.

Is it possible to perform rapidly the sample formation in a social network? It is

quite easy to show that it is more rapid to perform the above mentioned task, when

assuming that the involvement determined by social network membership is higher

than the direct one obtained in traditional processes of questionnaire subministration.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. 2 introduces some general defini-

tions regarding social networks and virality, while Section 3 introduces technicalities
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regarding viral experiments. In particular Subsection 3.1 describes the proposed pro-

cess methods for constructing random tables in social netowrks, and Subsection 3.2

discusses the algorithmic solution to the problem of post-selection of the elements of

a sample taken from a social network, and finally Section 3.3 discusses the problem

of rebalancing the samples, and Section 3.4 illustrates some preliminary experimental

results. Section 4 provides references to relevant related work and finally Section 5

takes some conclusions and fiscusses further work.

2 General definitions

A social network is modelled as a graph, with labels on edges and vertices as provided

in Defintiion 1.

Definition 1 A social network is a graph hV,Ei, with labels on vertices lV : V !
D

1

⇥D
2

⇥ · · ·⇥Dm, and on edges lE : E ! [0,1], where labels on vertices represent the
user profiles, settled as values in the domain for every observed variable, and labels
on edges represent activation thresholds of the start vertex with respect to the target
vertex.

Every domain which we employ to describe the users in the network is equipped

with a null value intended to represent the fact that the value for that particular member

of the network has not been assigned. We assume domains to be finite. Domains

are formed by single values, as in for instance, birthplace, that is functional for any

member, or by multiple values, as in the case of interests, where an user can have no

interests, one single interest, or more than one interest.

The general concept we aim at formulating is that every vertex is described by a

profile, and members are connected with an edge that is weighted with the activation

probability, namely an abstract measure of the strength of the tie binding the source

user to the target user, in the view of the source user.

Example 1 Consider a social network where the three members are classified based
upon their interests and birthplace. Interest basic values are {sport, politics, cuisine},
and therefore give rise to a combinatorics formed by eight values including the null
value, corresponding to no interests.

Domains are introduced with the explicit purpose of defining the distribution of

users as compared to the structured domain obtained by the cartesian product, as in

database theory. A structured domain D = D
1

⇥D
2

⇥ . . .⇥Dm represent the population

on which the concept of population distribution and the one of sample are defined.

Given a domain D of dimension m, a set C of relevant classes on D is formed by

n subclasses of D. A distribution of probabilities on a set of n relevant classes is a

probability vector of dimension n, where, for each class Ci, the probability pi is the

ratio

kCik
kDk .

We can define a sample on a domain only when we are able t define the distribution

on the population. Therefore we assume that a domain D is provided as associated to a
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distribution on the population itself, for a given set of classes of interest of the investi-

gation. A class on a population is a logical condition on the domain itself, typically a

query on the structured domain. Abstracting away from the form of the query language,

we can assume that the classes are sets of values in the structured domain, namely a

class C is C ✓ D, and for every class C we name qC the query on D that generates C,

and by qC(X) the intersection between C and X .

We thus define the samples as in definition below.

Definition 2 Given a structured domain D, with m classes C
1

,C� 2, . . . ,Cm, a subset
P of D, and a threshold t , P is a sample on D with accuracy of distribution t , when, for
every class C 2 P, generated by the query qC, the following holds:

|kCik
k|Dk � kqC(P)k

kPk | t

The Bayes rule on the determined distributions holds on each of the defined con-
ditions C as the opposite condition ¬C has the probabilistic complement value on the
domain. The t threshold of accuracy can be easily show to hold on the complement
class as well.

3 Viral techniques for social experiments

The construction of a sample occurs in two steps, in every sociological experimentasl

setting. Among the population, a large number of elements is selected that respond to

two basic requisites: they are numerous enough, by a predefined minimum size s for

each class of the sample, and they respect the distibution of the classes by a predefined

tolerance t as mentioned above.

In the definition phase, the selection of the members in the population usually fol-

lows a golden rule of involvement by either paying the sample subjects or because they

participate in the experimental setting itself. The golden rule above has a few major

drawbacks:

• Sample members should not be aware of what the experiment aims at proving

more than they should when the test is performed in a medical setting or pscho-

logical ones. In fact, the knowledge of the purpose of the experiment by the

subjects can produce the tendency of these to respond to the test in an oriented

way, making the experimental setting not neutral;

• Paid subjects respond more easily to the involvement when they are in need of

the money used to hire them for the experiment, and therefore the richest part of

the population is generally not mapped as appropriately as the poorest one, when

this approach is used;

• Budget shortage, that can be very common in scientific communities, and is a

limit to market investigations for small companies, can be the reason for quite

small samples, or, more formally, to the construction of samples with a minimum

size parameter very low.
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• Involving people in environments where they are interested in the topic can pro-

duce a shift in the orientation. For instance, an investigation that aims at estab-

lishing the quality of vegan food cannot be spread among the population that

is required to participate to the selection process expressing their interest in the

tests. Either the test involves eating meat or fish, and thus vegan people will

not participate, or it is involving vegan people in the construction of the sample

itself, making the sample oriented in favor of vegan food quality.

The above drawbacks can be partly overwhelmed if we retrieve the subjects on

social networks, and involve them, for free, in the experiment itself, without specifying

the scientific hypothesis that is to be verified, but only the area of the investigation.

Once we have provided such pre-settled aspects, a sociological investigation can be

perfomed on a sample obtained by social networks.

To define correctly the above mentioned framework we need to have the following

hypotheses:

• Members of the network have to be marked by labels representing the values to

be attributed to the variables used to classify the members themselves;

• Call-to-action are messages passed by one member of the network to another

one and the willingness to answer to such a message is determined by the social

relationship between the sending member and the receiving member;

• Once a member has been involved the messages representing calls-to-action are

spread out even if the member decided not to participate in the sample.

To represent the above mentioned constraints, and define correctly the framework

within which we settled the notion of viral experiment, we need to formulate three

notions. First of all, we aim at describing a S N at a very abstract level, where the

members of the network are mapped directly onto vertices of a graph, while an edge

connecting one vertex v
1

to another vertex v
2

represents the abstract relationship that

v
1

can communicate to v
2

.

Definition 3 (Social network) A basic social network (BS N ) is a graph S = hV,Ei,
where V is a finite set of members (the vertices) and E is a relation on V (the edges),
whose elements are communication channels. An edge connects the source vertex to
the target vertex and the intended meaning is that the target vertex receives messages
from the source vertex by the communication channel established by the edge.

For instance, when on Twitter or Instagram an user y follows an user x, we represent

this by an edge between x and and y, giving account to the fact that when x publishes

something, then y receives some communication about it.

More specifically, we consider a labelling of the above defined graph with one label

l

v
r on each vertex and three distinct labels l

e
a , l

e
min and l

e
max on each edge, where:

• l

v
r is the reception time for a vertex v, which is either null (when the vertex

has not yet been reached by the message) or a positive integer, and represents

the instant when the message arrives to the member. The label 0 is reserved to
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represent the situation in which a vertex is a seed, namely when the message

has been delivered to the vertex from outside the network itself, and the message

delivery starts, actually, from there;

• l

e
a is the activation threshold on edge e, a real number such that 0 l

e
a  1, used

to denote the probability that the member sends the message she has received on

communication channel e, at every admissible instant of time;

• l

e
min is the minimum latency time on edge e, a positive integer representing the

time span passed before the message can be send out;

• l

e
max is the maximum latency time on edge e, a positive integer representing the

time span after which the message cannot be sent out anymore.

Vertex v will tries to send out the message on edge e in between the interval [l v
r +

l

e
min,l

v
r +l

e
max]. Clearly, not every labelling of the vertices is coherent with the labels

on the edges. Determining this coherence is a trivial task, therefore, without loss of

generality, we assume here that we only manage coherent labelings.

We make some obvious assumptions, namely that the minimum time span has to be

lower than the maximum time span, that the probability label cannot be zero (the zero

probability on an edge is represented by the absence of the edge).

For an edge (v,v0) we call v the source vertex and v0 the target vertex.

The above labeling, that we name behavioral does not represent the labeling of the

aspects of the users that are employed to provide the mapping. We name this labeling

profile.

A profile is a label on vertices that associates each vertex to a vector v on the

structured domain D = D
1

⇥D
2

⇥ · · ·Dm and represents the values assumed to describe

the members.

A seeding P of a S N is a partial labelling of the vertices with initial temporal

instants, namely 0. A seeding consists in the selection of a set of agents aimed at

delivering the message first.

Seeds, as well as members involved afterwards in the process of distributing the

message on the network, are associated to a probability of involvement in the content

of the message distributed, namely to the call-to-action that is an external trigger to the

members themselves. We can look at this process as defined in Example 2

Example 2 A sociologist aims at proving the following hypothesis: young italians are
more interested in politics than elder ones. To prove this hypothesis she provides an
online questionnaire on a website and launches a campaign that is stated to investigate
the interest of the italian population in politics, without revealing the specific orien-
tation of the hypothesis. The campaign is launched on a social network, for instance
Facebook, and it consists in sending messages to a group of seeds who can be willing-
ful to participate to the passive phase (the spread out of the call-to-action) and to the
active phase (the filling of the online questionnaire) with significantly different proba-
bilities. Passive involvement probability is 30%, whilst active involvement probaility is
10%.
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To evaluate the needs for the above settled experiment, our fictious sociologist need to

forecast:

• Time for completing the spread-out on the entire network, as a limit to the cam-

paign itself;

• Time for forming a sample with correct distribution with respect to the relevant

classes, and relatively to the minimum size of each class.

We can thus provide some basic problems in the above defined framework, that are

interesting for the construction of a correct solution by a sociologist.

Definition 4 Given a social network S N S, labelled on the vertices with a profile
labelling coherent with classes C = {C

1

,C
2

, . . . ,Cm}, a minimum size of classes µ ,
a probability of active involvement p , a probaility threshold x , and finally a seed s

on S, we name sample selection direct problem the problem of establishing whether
it is possible to reach all the vertices of S with a probability greater than or equal
to x , while starting from s , respecting the minimum size constraint for each of the
classes in C thanks to the active involvement of enough members of the network. The
sample selection inverse problem can be defined as above with the inverse request of
determining one seed, if one exist, that satisfies the mentioned requests.

The probablity of passive involvement is determined by the usage of classical Bayes

a posteriori probability computation. Every vertex x is entered by edges labeled by a

probability that represents the willingness of transmission by the source vertex. The

probability of passive involvment is determined as the probabilistic complement of the

product of probabilistic complements of those probabilities, at every instant of time.

Now, if we assume that the transmission of the message has the same probability in

every instant of time between the minimum and the maximum latency time, this prob-

ability evolves by following the same model of probabilistic complement along time.

In other terms, the proability that the vertex is reached at time t can be viewed as the

sum of the complement of the probability of being reached at time t �1 and the above

mentioned Bayes formula. The complete formula appears in Equation 1

p(v, t) = p(v,(t �1))+(1� p(v,(t �1))) · ’
e2E(v,t)

[1� (p(s(e)) · p(e))] (1)

In Equation 1, we refer by p(v, t) the probability that the vertex v is reached by the

message not later than time instant t, by E(v, t) the set of edges that connect the vertices

v0 2 E(v, t) to the vertex v, that are active at time instant t, namely such that the time

passed since the message reached firstly v0, at temporal instant t, is included between

the minimum latency time and the maximum latency time, on the edge connecting v0

to v. The message has been transmitted from the seeds to the other members of the

network and, step by step, has reached a subset of the vertices that are connected to

v. By p(s(e)) we denote the probability label on the source edge of the edge e and by

p(e) we obviously denote the activation threshold on the edge e.
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Once we have computed the passive probabilities as defined above, the second

step of the method consists in computing directly the product of passive probabilities

with the active probabilities on each vertex, and finally, in computing the product of

the probabilities obtained as defines above on all vertices. The obtained proability is

the probability that the coverage has produced enough elements of the sample, and

therefore is a solution of the proposed direct sample selection direct problem. On this

basis we can easily prove Theorem 1.

Theorem 1 The sample selection direct problem is polinomially solvable in O(n3) with
n number of vertices of the network.

Thanks to Theorem 1 we can instead formulate Theorem 2.

Theorem 2 The sample selection inverse problem is polinomially solvable in NP-hard.

The proof is not reported for the sake of space, and is a straightforward polinomial

reduction of a simplified form of the mentioned problem to the inverse coverage of di-

rected graphs. Clearly this does not prove the NP-completeness, as we need to provide

a polinomial solution on deterministic machines. To do so, we need before to prove

polinomiality of the direct problem. Then we shall prove that it is possible to provide a

non-deterministic algorithm that solves the problem by invoking an oracle on the above

polinomial solution.

By means of the technique sketched above we are able to provide a forecast of the

success of a campaign. We can use the method to estimate the probability of reaching

the entire network (and clearly, by fixing a single threshold on the vertices, we can

invert the method and compute the probability that the number of actively involved

members is greater than a given probability). The methods can be used preliminarly

to a sociological experiment in order to provide room for programming the experiment

itself. The second phase of a viral experiment campaign is devised in Section 3.1.

3.1 Random tables in social networks

Once the campaign has been launched, the people involved in the process fill in the

questionnaire and provide data for the sociologists. As shown in [11] and [9], the

profiles can contain interests, and interests drive homophilic connections, that favor

message flows. This aspect suggests one basic seed selection criteria, that can be used

as a means to decrease in a significant way the complexity of the average case for the

above mentioned inverse sample selection problem. In this section we shall formulate

a few criteria of the same type, that are used to build up an heuristics useful for the

mentioned issue.

Criterion 1 The seeds shall provide a coverage of the variance of values in each do-
main.

It is also very convenient that, in the hypothesis of relatively dense networks, for in-

stance with mean distance between vertices of three, the seeds are quite set apart, in

terms of shared connections, in order to guarantee a rapid convergence to the coverage,

if any. This can be done by again using homophilic distance measures.
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Criterion 2 The seeds shall be as distant as possible to each other.

First experiments show that the usage of the above mentioned criteria alone is not

enough to reduce significantly the cost of the selection of seeds. It is however rather

natural to consider that seeds satisfy the following two criteria.

Criterion 3 The seeds shall be as likely to transmit messages.

Criterion 4 The seeds shall be as likely fill in questionnaires.

Again, first experiments show better performances with the four criteria, but still do not

bring to a significant improvement in the average case. The second criterion, however,

suggests a method for seed selection that is positively solving the issue of improvement,

again in the experiments we settled (very preliminary) that we illustrate below. The

idea behind this criterion is to select individuals who are as close as possible to other

individuals who have high probability of being activated in filling in the questionnaire.

This is a simple extension of the closeness centrality but limited to the computation on

vertices with high probability of active involvement.

Criterion 5 The seeds shall have high closeness to vertices with high probability of
active involvement.

A very natural method to provide good seed sets is random extension. We simply

select a reduced seed set, and extend the set with new elements satisfying the above

mentioned criteria.

If we combine the mentioned criteria with the heuristic method illustrated above,

we obtain good performances, in the experimental settings we performed the tests on.

We have involved four experimenters with their egonets (the networks formed by their

contacts) in FaceBook and WhatssApp, to test the sociological hypothesis that the

probability of being involved in an argument with somebody else is proportional to

the homophily in the topic of the argument. A part the result of the investigation that is

not central to this discussion, we have some 1321 profile descriptions, and more than

10.000 messages, posts, comments, and threads. The application of the criteria to these

ex-post data have shown that the hypothesis of reduction of the computational cost of

seed selection is realistic.

Once we have formed a sample, the sample itself requires to be rebalanced. To do

so, we need first to rank elements in the sample classes.

3.2 Ranking samples

Ranking criteria of members of social networks have been developed widely in the re-

cent past, starting with the development of specific new social network analysis meth-

ods evolved from classic ones, such as degree centrality, closeness centrality and be-

tweenness centrality, possibly mitigated or modified by the introduction of semantic-

based measures.

The idea of the selection process here is to try to detect those members of the

network who, while satisfying the selection criteria for their class, are also likely to

satisfy further important aspects:
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• We should prefer members who exhibit values of the measures in the distribution

closer to the median. These members are less likely to perturbate the final result

of the research in terms of class distribution.

• We should prefer members who are unlikely to be fake. Evidently this criterion

has to be applied before that members are included in the class, to prevent them

to shift the results of the research. However, once we have established a threshold

to exclude members who are likely to be fake, this further criterior applies to the

ranking as well.

Clearly, ranking operations are more effective when applied to larger classes, and

therefore it is important to regulate post-selection phase on the size of the sample

classes. A possible method to do so is the re-balancing approach. Central to this

method is the cycle that is obtained by it, that is the final outcome of our investigation:

a methodology for the selection of members of a network for sociological experiments.

3.3 Rebalancing samples

When we rank elements of the classes that have been selected we have a final result

formed by elements of the classes in the sample. Obviously, these are not balanced,

and a simple process for rebalancing it consists in ranking the elements, and choose

as much elements as required by the criterion of minimal amount of elements for each

class. However, quality of this process is questionable, when distribution indices such

as standard deviation or variance are quite high. In fact, when size of classes differ

significantly, it might be the case to correct the above sketched selection process, con-

sisting in selection, ranking and post-selection. In particular there is one rather simple

case in which the correction is needed: when the ranking operation gives out a com-

pletely different statistical behavior in classes with fewer members than in classes with

more members. In this case, it is worth adding elements to the smaller classes until an

equilibrium in the distribution of ranks in the classes arises.

To do so, we propose an approach, consisting in iterating the selection process until

we reach a number of members that satisfies the criterion of having variance of relative

rank distances between minimum and maximum values in the classes that is under a

given threshold. This is satisfied by continuing the search for members able to integrate

the classes under the same selection criteria defined in the sample selection problem

and adding this rebalancing value as a parameter.

The general schema can be defined as in Algorithm 1. We assume that we already

implemented an algorithm for computing the coverage, namely able to iterate in a

simulation the process of delivering the call-to-action so that the message reaches those

who are possibly involved in the filling in of the questionnaire. We iterate this until the

sample calsses are filled. After that we have a second step consisting in ranking. We

then go on with an anytime fashion with the first two steps until the number of members

in the classes satisfy the parameter of variance of the input. The number of members

of each class is then settled to the minimum satisfying the ranking requests, that miht

be higher the minimum for the general problem without rebalancing.

The rebalancing process ends up when the result is obtained and it is perfect. It

is easy, however, to show that at each iteration, the algorithm produces, in the worst
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Data: A S N S, a probability of active involvement threshold t , a variance

threshold v, a minimum number of members of classes 3, a vector of m
classes C, with associated probability for each class p(Ci), and for each

class a logical condition c(Ci), establishing belonging to Ci, and a

ranking function r
Result: C’, a set of classes satisfying the same criteria used for C, each formed

by at least n members, where the distribution over the classes in C0
is

identical to the distribution on C within a percentage of discrepance less

than t for each class, and satifying also that the distribution of the

percentages of the classes has a variance of rank values within v.

repeat

Distribute message on the network;

Add filled-in questionnaires to the sample database, only for elements of the

classes that were not balanced at the step before, if any;

Rank elements in the sample classes.

until Rank rebalancing completed;

Algorithm 1: Sample selection process.

case, a set of elements that is balanced exactly as it was in the step before. Therefore,

stopping the algorithm in any instant of time gives you an approximation that is worse

or equivalent to the one you obtain if you interupt it afterwards. This characteristic

allow us to prove Theorem 3.

Theorem 3 Algorithm 1 is an anytime method.

The complexity of the above method is an easy consequence of the definition of the

problem.

Theorem 4 Algorithm 1 performs in O(n3), with n number of vertices in the network.

3.4 Preliminary experimental results

We conducted a very simple experiment, based on the usage of the egonet of four

human experimenters. Table 1 illustrates the results. The experiment consisted in

driving members of their egonets on FaceBook of the four mentioned subjects onto

the request of filling in a simple satisfaction questionnaire about their school activities.

The questionnaire simply consisted in three questions:

• Did you have any activity proposed by the school, extra curriculum?

• Did you attend some of these activities?

• Do you consider youself satisfied with those activities?

The samples have been formed to respect the distribution Male/Female (with the

classes considered perfectly balanced) and a tolerance of 5%. The accepted variance
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Egonet Number of elements in the egonet Selected items

Student1 131 19 25

Student2 214 17 24

Student3 184 22 28

Student4 204 19 22

Table 1: Preliminary results in the selection of samples by Algorithm 1.

Egonet Male Female

Q1 37% 39%

Q2 17% 23%

Q3 94% 89%

Table 2: Questionnaire results.

was 2%, the ranking method was the degree centrality, and the subset minima were 15.

The result have been rebalanced by the algorithm in a complete fashion. Results of the

test on the questionnaire are on Table 2. As the reader can easily notice, the number of

involved subjects of the egonets is limited, but the results are quite promising as the re-

balancing method has given a very nice sample selection result. In Table 1 the selected

items correspond to responding subjects, namely those subjects that have been involved

in the process, and selected for the questionnaire, and then ranked and accepted after

rebalancing. The subjects on fourth column are instead those who have been involved

on first step, namely responding subjects who have not been post-selected either for

eliminating redundancy by ranking or by the rebalancing process. In table 2 we report

number of responding subject who give positive answer to the three above questions.

4 Related work

Numerous investigations have been carried out in several different communities re-

garding the ways in which messages are delivered through networks, and some re-

cent studies have also found ways to combine these efforts [17]. In the investigations

about transmission protocols (see [14] for the comparison of the most common net-

work models), the notion of transmission delay has been investigated in many different

and diverse contexts [23]. On the one hand, the above mentioned literature is rather

important to this investigation, as it has provided the reference to notion of transmis-

sion probability, and has been the source of the preliminary definitions provided in this

paper. On the other hand, it is much more important to study the results obtained in

the Social Network communities, in particular investigations on the theoretical aspects

of virality in networks, applications to social networks [3, 22, 15], and many works on

opportunistic evolution techniques [16, 1, 13].

There is also a thriving literature about experiments on social networks, but not

many investigations have focused upon the specific, but central, problem of sample se-
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lection. In a recent research [19] Parker et al. have studied the relationship between

social network and social connection in the design of experiments. We can refer this

and other two as basic references of our investigation. A second important reference

regards the notion of active participation in social networking, in particular for com-

mercial activities [5].

A case study in medical research have been proposed by Pourabbasi et al. [20] that

invetigates diabetes. On a completely different viewpoint we find a research applied to

economics [4] that has been the logical basis for our distinction between passive and

active threshold measures.

On a general side we can find studies that prove ability of social networks to influ-

ence positively the result of investigations in terms of quality [21].

We follow-up several studies about notions of collaborativity that have been defin-

ing attitude to cooperate in social networks as mirrors of the social attitudes in general

from many different viewpoints [6, 7, 10, 2, 12, 18]. We firstly initiate here an investi-

gation with experimental basis.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we dealt with the problem of defining a general framework for performing

research market and sociological scientific investigations on social networks, supported

by formal results regarding the computational costs of seed selection, sample forma-

tion, sample rebalancing.

There are at least three fundamental issues that deserve to be considered further.

First of all, we need to provide a security belt on the selection of seeds and in gen-

eral in the acceptance of members of networks as reliable in answering to an on-line

questionnaire. The basis for doing this is to recognize the situations in which it is pos-

sible that profiles are fake, or partly dissimulated, as, for instance, in [8], and to detect

intrinsic falsness of questionnaire answers as often done by sociologists by using spe-

cific methods (repeated questions). Finally, it is important to prevent proper attacks,

like fake identity dissimulation, man in the middle in the online questionnaire systems,

or even worse, bot questionnaire fillers.

Secondly, we need to provide room for methods to collect profile data from more
than one social network, to give the sociologists the opportunity of mapping people in

a more accurate and complete way.

Finally, we are attempting at studying methods for follow-up questionnaires, for

instance, market researches on satisfied customers, usually driven on some sort of ret-

ribution, and therefore demanding control of effectiveness and efficiency.
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